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Editorial on the Research Topic

Recent Advances in Natural Methane Seep and Gas Hydrate Systems

Marine hydrocarbon seep emissions of methane, oil, and other trace gases can profoundly
impact the marine, regional, and global environment. Cold seeps arise from petroleum
hydrocarbon fields (thermogenic), biogenic sources, and gas hydrates (thermogenic and
biogenic). Deeply sourced, energy-laden fluids percolate through the sediment column,
undergoing continual alteration (Figure 1). Seeps come in many flavors and varieties,
ranging from highly active mud volcanoes to relict hardgrounds of authigenic carbonates
(Joye, 2020). This global geological methane source is estimated to be 63–80 Tg CH4 year−1,
with marine seepage contributing 20–30 Tg CH4 year

−1 (Etiope et al., 2019) or 5–10 Tg CH4

year−1 (Saunois et al., 2020). An estimate of pre-industrial CH4 emissions—which are not
confounded with fossil fuel production emissions - from ice core 14CH4 suggests an emission
rate of 1.6 Tg CH4 year

−1 (Hmiel et al., 2020). This lower estimate appears inconsistent with
several recently published emissions from larger seep fields.

Underlying this debate is the paucity of quantitative studies, with challenges arising from the
known spatial and temporal heterogeneity in seepage and the difficulty of doing seep science in some
areas (e.g., the Arctic). Geological controls underlie these heterogeneities—particularly geological
structures such as anticlines and faults that allow hydrocarbon accumulation and faults that allow
migration to the seabed and atmosphere.

Another key question is what is the contribution of bioavailable chemosynthetic energy to higher
trophic levels (Leifer et al., 2017). Methane seepage at the seafloor drives whole ecosystems through
chemosynthetic primary production that is fueled by methane and sulfide oxidation and which
induces authigenic carbonate formation (e.g., Levin et al., 2016). Although chemosynthetic
production provides nutrition to a host of species at the bottom of the food chain, precipitated
carbonate provides hardground for attachment and shelter. The extent of the seafloor and water-
column ecosystem impacts of seepage remains unclear with further advances needed. It is timely to
understand the full extent of seep ecosystem interactions as potential rises in their disturbance due to
changes in the gas hydrate stability zone (GHSZ) become more common.

In this special issue, studies investigated the state and fate of methane from the sediments in the ocean
and atmosphere (Becker et al., Chen et al., Grilli et al., Michel et al., and Meurer et al.). Others utilized
seafloor mapping to quantify seepage and identify structural controls, and presented novel approaches
(Ayoama and Maeda, Li et al., Merle et al., Riedel et al., Römer et al., and Vrolijk et al.). Several groups
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studied environmental, geochemical, and biological impacts (Sert
et al., Yao et al.). Below we describe these studies.

In recent years, the awareness of cold seeps along active and
passive margins has grown due to better scientific tools for
locating and quantifying seepage and its signatures. This is
well illustrated in Merle et al. who used multibeam sonar to
survey the seep spatial distribution along the U.S. Cascadia
Margin. This elevated the known number of Cascadian seeps
significantly and provided insights into the seep distribution
along the whole margin from its southern to northern
boundaries and from the coast to the base of the accretionary
prism. Ayoama and Maeda propose a methodology to quantify
the amount of methane seepage by understanding the correlation
between plumes and originating seeps. Vrolijk et al. developed a
decision-making tool to assist in seep exploration and evaluation,
providing a methodical query structure to identify the required
information needed to find and characterize a seep site.

Marine cold seep methane flux quantification remains uncertain
because the underlying geological controls are poorly understood.
Riedel et al. advance the knowledge on emission controls by
combining an acoustic multibeam water column, bathymetry,
backscatter, and sub-bottom profiler data to determine linkages
between sub-seafloor structures, seafloor gas seeps, and gas
discharge into the water column. They also classify depositional,

erosional, and tectonic factors as mainly responsible for gas
emission control. Li et al. show an example of tectonic controls
wherein multiple gas emissions were identified near the fault complex
along the western slope of the Mid-Okinawa Trough. They provide
new evidence of the role tectonic stresses play in determining the sites
of seepage. Furthermore, changing GHSZ boundaries also controls
seafloor gas seepage. These new findings underscore these deposits’
importance as a methane source with implications for habitat
formation and energy sources. For example, Yao et al. present
carbonate formation evidence through anaerobic methane
oxidation during intense methane seepage likely associated with
gas hydrate destabilization. Chen et al. shed light on the transition
between gas hydrate and free gas occurrence and the zone where gas
bubbles and hydrate crystals co-exist in the same aqueous solution.
Becker et al. present 4 years of discrete and continuous temperature
logging in an IODPhole on theVancouverMargin accretionary prism
that constrains possible pore-fluid flow in the prism associated with
the bottom-simulating reflector and the base of the GHSZ.

Understanding methane’s water column fate, including
whether seep-derived methane reaches the sea surface and
atmosphere, has become a pressing issue. Meurer et al. use a
glider equipped for simultaneous measurements of currents and
methane concentration to determine the dissolved plume spatial
distribution and to quantify water column methane. The study

FIGURE 1 | (A) The fluids that fuel hydrocarbon seeps fall into four categories: oil, gas, brine, and dissolved organic matter (DOM), and are arranged like this: oil +
gas and oil + gas + brine + DOM. During transit, fluids are altered by biotic and abiotic processes. Upon discharge, these organic rich substrates fuel activity free-living
and chemosymbiotic associations. (B) A range of seep environments frommud-prone systems—including mud volcanoes, brine pools, and brine basins—to oil and gas
seeps with gas hydrate and low flow systems dominated by authigenic carbonates. Adapted from Joye (2020).
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findings suggest biological seep impacts occur over longer
distances than previously appreciated. Michel et al. and Grilli
et al. demonstrate elevated methane concentrations throughout
the whole water column at their study sites at the Cascadia
Margin and the Western Black Sea and also observe areas of
elevated dissolved methane concentrations at the surface,
suggesting that these shallow seep sites contribute methane to
the atmosphere. Similar observations were made by Römer et al.
from shallow methane seepage related to salt diapirism in the
German North Sea where bubble plumes reached close to the sea
surface causing a slight methane oversaturation in surface waters,
also indicating seabed seepage contributions to atmospheric
methane inventories. Most of the methane dissolves into the
shallow water column and provides bioavailable chemosynthetic
energy. The extent of seep impacts on marine ecosystems remains
poorly understood, addressed by Sert et al., who found that seep-
related biogeochemical processes in Arctic seeps modify the
composition of dissolved organic matter to higher diversity,
but that distributions of nutrients, chlorophyll, and particulate
matter were governed by the water-column hydrography and
primary production.

These studies fill key knowledge gaps with respect to
understanding the seep contribution to global methane budgets
and thus climate change by introducing new survey tools, by
identifying geological controls to enable more informed
extrapolations, and by demonstration of conditions where
transport to the atmosphere occurs. Unlike lower latitudes, the
Arctic gas hydrates are sufficiently shallow to allow an
atmospheric impact, with the magnitude of increases due to
warming seabed and changes in the GHSZ very uncertain. Marine
and terrestrial seepage currently are estimated to contribute ~14% of
the natural (non-regulatable) budget (Saunois et al., 2020). This
estimate has significant uncertainty and likely will increase as seep

emissions that are co-mingled with production in oil fields, which
predate the fields and will persist after oil fields become uneconomic
and are eventually abandoned, are reassigned from production. Seep
emissions will also increase as Arctic warming destabilizes submerged
permafrost and hydrates. First evidence is from the Barents Sea,
where methane concentration growth, sea ice retreat, and warming
are the fastest on the globe (Yurganov et al., 2016; Yurganov et al.,
2021). However, Arctic seepage processes, from hydrate and subsea
permafrost destabilization, to seasonal sea ice, to mixed-layer depth
changes and the resulting impacts on seep methane transport to the
atmosphere remain poorly characterized. Given that current global
estimates are from a handful of snapshot emissions of a highly
dynamic process and extrapolation to vast geological settings (Leifer,
2019), the potential for significant budget mis-estimation argues for
many more quantified studies, particularly in the Arctic.
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